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•The basic concept is that...
•This...is primarily provided/fulfilled/achieved through...
•It is rather hard to believe that...
•There is a far higher proportion of...who...
•It is expected that...
•This is not an incidental pattern, unique to a particular space and
time.
•This measure is likely to cause an unprecedented change
•These measures largely reflect the needs of...
•This phenomenon is not unique to...
•This might prove to be a sustainable and responsible solution to...
•There seems to be an ever-increasing rate of...
•This could be a solution that any responsible person would be
prepared to contemplate.
•This is one of the prevalent issues in the modern society.
•Some of the decisions originally perceived as rather unwise have
proved a stroke of genius.
•There can be little doubt that...
•Unmistakably,/Unquestionably/Undeniably, this is...
•Although the measure’s implementation chances of success appear
to be ribbon-thin, statistics have shown that…
•Though it may appear to be a time-consuming process, it has its
obvious benefits ...
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•This...may well represent the very beginning of a fruitful process.
•The proposed solution is audaciously simple and simply audacious.
•Perhaps more importantly,...
•Rules and policies, regulations and stipulations are innovation killers.
•Scientific evidence can be invaluable, but it has to be used
cautiously and in tandem with historical research.
•This...may add more weight to the growing consensus that...
•An idea that is sure to have sparked some lively debate refers to...
•There is relatively thin evidence that...
•There may have been erroneous opinions on this issue; fortunately,
recent studies are now setting the record straight:...
•One of the latest studies takes the argument further, claiming
that...; however, it seems to be clearly just scratching the surface of
a big issue, that is, ...
•This may be, nonethetheless, a further step in the right direction in
terms of...

